Agence
Gaîté Lyrique

Creating new experiences with
the next generation of talents

The Agence Gaîté Lyrique accompanies you in
your transformation to position yourself
differently, create unique content, engage
your audience and better communicate the
values of your brand.
↳ Capture the attention of the new generation
↳ Work with engaging, immersive & impactful
storytelling formats

↳

Why us ?
Developed by the team behind a pioneering
cultural institution, the Agence Gaîté Lyrique
provides the ensemble of our know-how, our
community and our technical expertise to
support brands looking to renew themselves.
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An iconic venue
La Gaîté Lyrique is a space that highlights
post-Internet cultures to give a voice to the
new generation.

More than 250,000 visitors / year
take part in the multidisciplinary
programming of the Gaîté Lyrique :

As well as being a place to discover and
understand our virtualized era, La Gaité
Lyrique is also a setting for partying,
creativity and sharing.

↳ 100 concerts and dance
performances
↳ 10 festivals (podcast, film, VR,
LGTBQI +)
↳ 2 major exhibitions
↳ 200 meetings, conferences and
screenings
↳ 40 artists in residence
↳ AFK: a think tank dedicated to Gen Z

Among the artists who have shaped our
history are Phoenix, Clara Luciani, Kiddy
Smile, The Horde, Iggy Pop, Christine & the
Queens, Thom Yorke. Alongside many others,
they have all walked the stage of the Grande
Salle of the Gaîté Lyrique, an emblematic
multimedia space within our walls.

A community of
creative talent
La Gaîté Lyrique is also a co-working space.
Since our creation, we have hosted a large community of creators,
startups and associations from a variety of fields:
↳ artistic direction
↳ branding & visual identity
↳ sound narration
↳ design fiction
↳ VJing
↳ podcasting
↳ art curators
↳ social media content
↳ scenography & architecture
↳ immersive theatre
↳ collective intelligence
↳ With the Agence Gaité Lyrique, this community is further
augmented by our collaboration with the Label Famille network,
which brings together: architects, artists, photographersvideographers, 3D designers, copywriters, graphic designers,
product designers, service designers, textile designers, clothing
designers, illustrators, strategic planners, set designers, and sound
designers.

A young audience
associated with our
cultural brand

45% of our visitors are under 30
↳ Given our proximity to the young generation, La Gaîté Lyrique has created
[AFK] Away From Keyboard, the first French think tank dedicated to creating a
dialogue between decision-makers and Gen Z. In a rapidly changing world, La
Gaîté Lyrique is committed to building a desirable, inclusive and sustainable
future while supporting the transition of private actors to be in line with the
aspirations of this younger generation.
↳ Highlight: the 1st edition of TWENTY FIVE, an annual event that gives a
platform to pioneering under 25 year olds (04.03.21)

↦

Immersive &
engaging formats

↳ AR
↳ Sonic creations
↳ Immersive theatre
↳ VJ-ing
↳ Podcast
↳ Live-streaming
↳ VR

↳ Design fiction
An innovative tool for thinking differently.
Design fiction is a design process that questions our world by
showing how it can change. It invites you to experience an
imaginary future based on real events, in order to debate the
present - as in science fiction. It is a methodology that can
take various forms to generate a rich and diverse discussion.
↳ Engage your audience in important issues
↳ Generate new narratives
↳ Create unshakeable awareness

What we offer
The Agency Gaite Lyrique offers a global solution
to your event needs: from idea generation to the
day of the event, and beyond

↳

360° production
live + digital

Unique spaces
at the heart of
Paris

Tailor-made
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A laboratory
of possibilities

360° production
live + digital
PLEIN ÉCRAN
How to come together in an age of social
distancing? Our answer : [Plein Ecran]
This year, the Gaîté Lyrique is reborn
with an augmented digital programming.
Through [Plein Ecran], a high-quality online
offering has been conceived to support our
evolving cultural practices. Music, dance,
podcasts, conferences, recitals, workshops...
New experiences await our audiences via a
free and dedicated platform, or on Facebook,
TikTok and Twitch.
↳ Integrated technical solution: sound, light,
video, subtitling, streaming, post-production

Tailor-made creations
↳ A network of creators (designers, illustrators,
videographers, etc.) able to develop unique
imagery, content and experiences for you
through the Agence Gaîté Lyrique

Unique spaces in
the heart of Paris

A laboratory of
possibilities

↳ Private events
↳ Public events
↳ Tailor-made hybrid events
↳ Nomadic events
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Development manager
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La Gaîté Lyrique
Musiques & futurs alternatifs
3 bis rue Papin, 75003 Paris
Établissement culturel
de la Ville de Paris
www.gaitelyrique.net
@gaitelyrique
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